2001 pontiac grand am cooling system diagram

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Recall number: 03V dates manufactured: Mar to May number of
vehicles affected: date owners notified on: Feb certain passenger vehicles have hazard warning
switches that may experience solder joint cracking caused by rapid temperature transitions and
the soldering process. I tried calling Pontiac today and they refused to inspect my car free of
charge. The also tell me that this is not a valid recall number. I have seval issues with my car. I
have paid several thousands of dollars on this car. Nothing could be found. In , after I told them
where the leak was coming from, they found the problem and replaced the gasket. This is a
safety issue for me because I was a divorced mother with a small child who drives almost miles
each week to work and back. After some arguing the dealer covered the cost, except for a
deductible. The next safety issue is the passlock system on the car. The latest stranding
occurred on Wednesday, August 27, I have been "stranded" three or four times because the car
would crank but would not turn over. Two or three times, the car has had to be towed to the
dealership. I bought this car, my first new car, because I needed something reliable. Everytime
the car has broken down, I have missed time from work, have had to pay several times to have
the car towed thankfully insurance has covered some of that and had to pay for repairs. During
a routine oil change, it was found that coolent was leaking into the oil. The cause was found to
be a cracked lower intake manifold gasket. My car only has 32, miles on it. There are so many
people out there with the same problem. GM needs to be forced to correct an error that they are
obviously aware of but refuse to correct. There are too many reports of this happening on GM
vehicles for it to be a coincidence. Search CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake gasket leak
engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Grand
Am recall. Service engine soon light and coolant light came on at the same time, eventually
causing the head gaskets to blow. Besides having to replace the gaskets, the oxygen sensor
had to be replaced as well. Also, while the car was still under warranty, at 32, miles, the dealer
found a coolant leak at the upper intake gaskets and lower intake gaskets, and replaced both
gaskets, as well as the oil pump drive seal and related parts. The coolant system has a
continual leak. It needs to be replaced at least every month. Faulty ignition switch makes all
interior lights and gauges go on and off and sometimes not come back on for days happens
everytime the car is started up. Makes speed limits impossible to tell, etc. Low coolant light
came on after turning vehicle on in morning, checked coolant level it was low, added coolant,
light came back on 2 weeks later, added more coolant. Changed oil found white crud in oil,
called dealership village Pontiac GMC and service said it was manifold gasket and it is very
common on this type of vehicle. If this is so common and a service center knows what the
problem is without seeing vehicle, shouldn't this be a recall? No visible coolant leaks, added 16
oz. Coolant to fix problem. Potential for damage to engine. Potential for engine to overheat,
which is dangerous to passengers in sub-zero temperatures during winter months. Water
leaked into floorboard from air-conditioner. Grinding noise coming from the front and back
wheels. Trim came loose from back bumper. Rearview mirror fell off. Had numerous times
where the car would crank but not start dealership could not duplicate problem front driver
window would not come down on occasion. Car caught fire under the dashboard while parked
in our garage. The fire did extensive damage to the interior of the car. The inspector sent out to
look at the car by GM said the fire was electrical and not caused by anything we did to the car.
The car was repurchased by GM on January 7, after basically calling them on a daily basis to
get something done about it. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. I want to
replace it in an attempt to get the fans to work again. Where is it located. The radiator cooling
fans will not come and it causes overheating. It may be the fan relay or switch whatever it is
called. My problem is trying to locate it. Is it near the battery or where is it so I can install the
one sold to me by Autozone automotive parts store. Can you help me and perhaps include a
diagram so I will know it is and how the thing works. What else can I try? Is there another senor
somewhere? I replace the one at the thermostat. Was this answer helpful? Which is about
degrees. That is controlled by fan relay 1. I am not sure how your gauge looks, but that is only a
8 degree difference. Is the car running hot? When you start the car and turn on the AC, do both
fans start up? What I have done is give you information on the fan operation. The very detailed
one names several relays, about 4 I think. So not sure if you have checked all of those. Also,
looks like you may have some recalls on your vehicle. The dealer may fix these for free. Please
contact the dealer service department, give them the VIN number of your car and have them
check on these to see if they apply to you. Get back with us if this doesn't help. The fans are
driven by electric motors that attach to the fan shroud. The fan motors are activated by the
cooling fan relays. Caution: An electric fan under the hood can start up even when the engine is

not running and can injure you. Keep hands, clothing and tools away from any underhood
electric fan. If diagnosis is to be performed on a coolant fan electrical malfunction, refer to
Powertrain Management. The PCM enables the ground path for the three cooling fan relays. The
relay s are used to control the high current flow to power the cooling fan motors. When
minimum cooling is required, the BCM will command the PCM to energize cooling fan relay 1
and since both fans are connected in series through the Mode Control relay, both fans will
operate at low speed. Power is supplied to the left fan through cooling fan relay 1 and is
grounded through the Mode Control relay. The right fan is powered directly through cooling fan
relay 2 causing both fans to operate at high speed. The only way to get them to run on hi is to
unplug the cooling senor. And I try another 1 fan too "Is the car running hot? With a 15 lbs cap
at times it will boil the water out. I only know of one senor. It also works the temp gage too Was
this answer helpful? I know you have the 3. I have attached the wiring diagram in two parts so
you can read it. The first is the top of the second. Next, you run Dex-cool in that. The problem
they have found with that is it gums up. It is supposed to be flushed about every 30K. Your
radiator may be clogged thus the overheating and boil over also causing your car to run hot,
poor circulation. It may be throwing the sensors off especially if the coolant has broken down. I
would definitely do a really good flush, me, I would replace the radiator if I had Dex-Cool in it all
these miles, but that's me. The a good mix of the green, Prestone. Are your heater hoses going
in and coming out of the firewall both hot and do you have plenty of heat in the car with the
heater on? Let me know what you think about a good flush and do one other thing, please go to
Auto Zone or O'Reilly's and for FREE they can pull the codes to the car. Most important: Once
they check your codes, if they find something and you don't get it fixed and need to get back
with us, please make sure you tell us exactly what the code was, number and all. Example, if the
code was E O2 Sensor bad. Then make sure you give us all of that. While there for FREE also
they can bring their tester out and check your battery, alternator and starter. Where is the
cooling fan relay or switch located. Do you. Both are located in the under hood fuse box. Was
this answer. Hello - It looks like, based off of what you are saying, the fans are not coming on
low. Reply to your questions "It looks like, based off of what you are saying, the fans are not
coming on low" The fans are always running on low when they do come on. It also works the
temp gage too Was this answer. Where is the cooling fan relay located? Right rear of engine
compartment Was this answer. One day the ac and cooling fan worked the next it didnt. When I
turn the ac on the ac and cooling fan dont kick on like they did b4. I checked the fuses and all
ok. Cchanged the relay connected to the front on the car under the hood by the fan still doesnt
work. Any sugestions? Thanks in advance for the help Was this answer. Check engine coolant
temperature sensor. How does that effect the ac? Fuses ok. Dont know where relay is for ac
compresser. Changed relay on front top of cooling fan but still wont work. Read 1st question
again please Was this answer. Yes but the ac doesnt work either. They both came on when I
turned on the ac yesterday but today neither work. They dont click on like yesterday. Where are
the relays for the ac? And or coolant fan. Are the both oin same relay. Been told they were?
Sorry for any confusion. Ah sorry about that, long day.. Could they both go out same time. This
all happened after I spraywashed the engine. Worked b4 I did it. Didnt afterwards. I may hav
knocked something off. Can a relay be tested? Thanks for diagram. Possibly could go bad at
same time especially with water being sprayed all over them, I have always scringed when
someo
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ne says they powewashed their engine. The only way I ever wash the engine is with my hands
to ensure I only get the cleaning solvant where I want it to go. I just replaced the water pump on
my grand am 2. I also replaced the cooling fan relay and the coolant temperature sensor the fan
only comes on when I unplug the coolant temperature sensor could I have gotten a bad sensor
or does it have something to do with the wiring. Test the coolant temperature sensor and also
the PCM control relay Was this answer. Thanks for the help. I've never had a problem
spraywashing an engine. Luckey till now I guess. Thanks so much for your help. Probly have to
have it looked at by a pro. U dont live in indy do ya? Nope sorry, im in kentucky Was this
answer. There are 4 relays right next to eachother. Any way to tell which is ac and coolant fan?
Please login or register to post a reply. So Now He's Trying To Checked Everything I Know Any
Answers? And If So. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

